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ACCHECK is AC Channel Checker for open platforms. It allows you to search and monitor AC Line-In
signal for typical frequencies (50/60Hz). It can run as standalone (without user interface) or as a
service/daemon (with a simple user interface) on Windows, Linux, FreeBSD or a Solaris. It is not
limited to AC (only AC channel channels are supported by default), but allows also to detect the

following other asynchronous channels: Pulse-In/Pulse-Out (Line-0), Pulse-Out (Line-1, Line-2, Line-3),
Pulse-In (Line-4), T1/E1/M1 (Pulse-In/Out), Ethernet, serial modems and RS-232. It works in real-time

and can warn if any unwanted signal appears. It also has a filter function for further tuning. DSS
Express Description: DSS Express is an advanced application for Windows PCs that allows to

effectively monitor and manage a range of IP-based video surveillance systems. By supporting a
wide range of protocols, the application operates over the native HTTP protocol, and can additionally
accept SIP/SDP, RTSP, MMS, RTSP/RTP/RTCP, HTTP/RTP, SCTP and IP-UDP/TCP connections, allowing
you to easily connect DSS Express to a range of access point and IP-based surveillance systems. By
providing a range of server detection and call options, DSS Express is ideal for both the novice user

and video surveillance professionals with limited technical skills. DSS Express Description: Data
Management Suite is a powerful, easy to use video surveillance management system that makes it
possible to quickly find, organize, and access video data from your IP cameras and video servers.

Add tags to your videos for fast and easy searching, create Gantt- and calendar-like views to monitor
camera activity, and monitor by time and date. The user-friendly interface allows you to easily

search for video footage and quickly access specific clips by scrolling through them using a slider.
DSS Express Description: DSS Express is an open platform with local video search engine, admin GUI
& additional plugins, which can be used for any type of video surveillance system. It enables to find
any video in a network-based video surveillance system and to apply search by metadata. The user-

friendly interface allows to create tasks, add tags, and apply multiple
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DSS Express is a powerful and versatile Video Management Software designed to help the user with
day-to-day surveillance set-up, control and asset management. The application allows

comprehensive configuration of the video and audio surveillance set-up from an impressive 256
integrated devices. ELEKTRONIKE is a powerful video surveillance solution that offers a Smart
Interface where all cameras and associated components are networked and controlled using a

unified user interface that is easy to configure and maintain. This IP cameras software is developed
for a Smart Infrastruktur, combining all the video monitoring systems using Video over IP into a

network that is efficient and easy to manage. The application offers a range of built-in features and
is able to show streaming video from an unprecedented number of IP camera devices, using the

same software that is used to configure and manage all the network devices. The program connects
to and interfaces with the majority of IP video and audio components available on the market. The
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new software comes with many additional features that have been specially designed to help users
save time and money and streamline day-to-day tasks related to the management of video

surveillance in real time. In addition to building the system, also configuring and servicing the
devices, the solution supports a range of functions to help users monitor the cameras and the live

feed. Video Intelligence (VI) monitoring systems are an ideal choice for those who need an advanced
video surveillance solution that is easy to manage. With its history as a leading provider of video

monitoring systems and its involvement in modern surveillance systems, the company will also be
providing an enhanced version of the existing solution with a range of plug-and-play devices that will
meet the needs of many of the users who are currently using their products. The new software is an

advanced version of the previous solution and is designed to make sure that users have all the
necessary tools for a more advanced and easier to manage solution. The new VI includes a longer list

of devices and video sources and the plug-and-play functionality allows users to add devices and
sources to the software. The new version will also expand the list of available components to include

manual override features that include zoom, pan, and iris controls and will expand the available
sources to include a variety of IR streaming sources, which are IP camera sources compatible with
the latest devices. Finally, the new software will add wireless components that will allow users to
stream video from all IP camera models and also add IR sources that have a range of b7e8fdf5c8
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With DSS Express, new devices or upgrades can be added effortlessly, as the software design is
supported to be scalable, allowing users to incorporate new camera types or to integrate one
existing group of cameras with the existing group of cameras with just one line of code. Since DSS
Express is based upon a sophisticated XML configurator, users can define the exact custom
configuration for all cameras as well as Video Intercom devices. As a result, users can monitor, view,
record, archive, analyze, search and perform many other types of operations on the cameras. Plug-in
architecture that is plug-in-compatible with all supported device types has been designed for DSS
Express. The programming interface allows DSS Express to be easily extensible. DSS Express is also
designed to support various roles and tools that can be used in a video surveillance system, such as
Session Control, Image Archiving and Video Analytics. DSS Express will simplify system deployment,
configuration and management with a highly scalable and extensible client/server based architecture
and API and will provide state-of-the-art secure and powerful features for centralizing control and
monitoring of any IP-based surveillance system. DSS Express Features: Infinite scalability Versioning
Metadata XML-based configuration Plug-in architecture Plugin support Plug-in extension Minimized
redundancy Single source XML-based event Transport real time messages Transport of Remote
control File backups Regular file backups of Recorded events Simple.m3u file formats Real time
playback Multiple video De-warping Ability to search Detection of events Real time filtering of
Management tools Session control Video intercom Anchoring Mapping Barcode reading Rug
detection Customizable home screen HTTP session handling Logon management FTP Logon handling
Timestamp API Video Control API Browser control API Bulk-media media APIs Message queue API
Interface for third-party cameras/modules and Web servers Hardware acquisition tool Software
upgrade tool Audio detection Audio event handling Facial detection Audio live feed Audio event
detection Audio live feed Audio

What's New In?

The DSS Express programme interface permits users to quickly and easily access, organize and
manage their extensive video surveillance systems, and the programme includes basic scheduling
and event handling abilities. The application comes loaded with a comprehensive set of live video
monitor feeds, device management options and is ideal for establishing a video surveillance system
for private and business premises, sensitive infrastructure sites and remote locations. The DSS
Express workflow is fully configurable, providing a robust user interface that allows access to live
video feeds, asset summary and list, alarms, events, reports, camera navigation and flow control.
Working with this application is easier than with conventional Video Management Systems (VMS) as
DSS Express is designed around key features for Managing and Maintaining Complex Video
Surveillance Systems. • Enhanced Device Compatibility The success of DSS Express arises from its
early adoption of the Docker containerisation model to provide platform-independent, and device-
independent application deployment. It can be installed and run on any Linux operating system. •
Easy integration DSS Express comes with an intuitive built-in ‘Do-It-Yourself’ interface, which is
intuitive and self-explanatory. The interface is configurable through direct menu manipulation, which
allows for quicker and easier management. • Ultra fast DSS Express is not only built on top of
powerful technology but also uses advanced software technologies such as AppVM to enable Live
applications to scale and run as fast as static applications. The key technology here is the high-speed
AppVM Engine which accelerates application execution by using conventional memory as a
temporary area, rather than allocating memory from the operating system’s paging mechanism. The
allocating and de-allocating are handled by AppVM Engine. • Fully configurable The DSS Express
interface is fully configurable by means of user interfaces, custom programming code or automated
messaging. Web and custom programming interfaces can be configured to authenticate user access
and to register events such as recordings, alarms, viewings, etc. • Robust DSS Express is built to a
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high level of reliability and stability and is based on a unique workflow that assures error free
operation. • Extensible The software architecture is designed to be easily extensible and future code
additions can be developed and tested based on existing code. • Data The DSS Express software
allows networked and cloud storage, and the distribution of video files
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